
 

SSL -  Student Success / Learning  
  
Video: Supporting Conditions   - Leadership (Facilitators) 
  

[Three facilitators in an office]   
  
 
(FACILITATOR 1:)    Well, I like the navigating the tension between the expert and the           
  
facilitator. It goes back to understanding why people are at the table. So I recognize              -- 
and you have to pay honour to the people who are there because they would like t               o get 

some more content. Especially in mathematics. That's why they're there. So you have to            
  
make sure that there's a bit of that so that they're appetite is fed. But a constant              
  
reminder of what our focus of the inquiry allows us to stay on track. I do beg           in each of  
  
my sessions with some math. And that's a nice little way to begin the conversations. And             
  
also to satisfy that appetite of "I'm here to learn some math knowledge from you." But              
  
because it's clearly articulated what our focus is, the       -- we always seem to get back on    
  
track. Our purpose of being at the table is to practice our collaborative inquiry. And as             

long as that's really well-articulated, then I think both sides of that fence can be mowed.           
  
 
(FACILITATOR 2:)    I agree. And, you know, the idea of facilitating your larger session         
  
with your science literacy connection, or beginning a session with math          -- I always begin 
  
with a problem of literacy. It doesn't matter what we're reading. I think a really key move              
  
for me as a facilitator/consultant expert is the way you manage or handle the scheduling          
  
and processes and protocols that a team experiences over the course of a half day or a           
  
full day session. And so one of the moves that has worked so well for me is to make              
  
sure that I'm building into the way I facilitate a session the literacy strategies that we are               
  
going to consider using as part of our classroom work. So it's not unusual for me to           
  
begin with a word splash, because a word splash will help us to get at some of the                
  
vocabulary area of challenge   s that have surfaced in our students' work. So actually       
  
building in some processes and protocols into the learning for teachers that they can in          
  
turn use in the classroom kind of helps me to navigate between the quote, "literacy             
  
expert" and then the facilitator at the table.     
  
Something that Chris and I have spoken about so many times is this idea of the power of            
  
the word "we" and "our." So no matter where we go, they're "our" students and "we" are          
  
learning. And I think that both of us, regardless of our home          school, would own that   
  
every single kid in every single school where we do some work with the teacher team,             
  
are our students as well. And we make that really, really clear to the teachers that we           
  
work with. That this is not "your" problem; these are not "       your" kids. These are our    

students. We are going to work to improve the conditions and situations for them.         
  
And, you know, like, when you're an expert, be the expert. I never offer that unsolicited.             
  
It's only when a team starts to lag or someone has a burning question and we can't            
  
collectively respond. Sometimes I will step in and pose some of my answers as a bit of a              
  
theory of action. "But what if we ...?" "Did we think of trying ...?" And for me that's really             
  



               
             

           

worked well. That little, you know -- I'm not going to call it trick of language because I 
truly believe it, but that little approach to phrasing that makes the request for some 
information turn into having more explorative that we can pursue together. 
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